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Haritha
Kedalla
Sri Lanka’s first ‘green bank’,
HNB’s Nittambuwa branch
was conceptualised and
designed to offer customers
a feeling of “working under
a tree” rather than inside an
enclosed building
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The
Incomparable
Zaha Hadid
“If you want an easy life,
don’t be an architect,” Zaha
Hadid once professed, and it
was clear that she did not in
any custom desire an easy
life
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Youth &
Martial Arts
Youth is best understood as
a period of transition from
the dependence of childhood
to the independence of
adulthood. That is why, as a
category, youth is more fluid
than other fixed age groups

‘layers’
‘layers’
‘layers’
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an adaptive re-use
by architect ranga dayasena
photographs architect janadithya hewarachchi
written by kusumitha gamage
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A major part of the
design scope was to
Powder coated decorative Aluminium mesh in
provide
the
ordinary
black
& white
colours erected a “layer” on the
existing
sky residential
line, painting an impression in inhabitants,with
visitors,
pedestrians and motorists.
building
a façade,
a contemporary
makeover that grasps
and holds the attention
of passersby
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The staircase
is utilised in a
manner that
creates an
intermediate
living area within
the volume,
increasing
the living
area without
disrupting the
central courtyard
arrangement.

The sky lights
retained the visibility
of greenery in the
neighbouring gardens.

P R O J E C T D E TA I L S
PROJECT NAME
“ T h e La y e r ” - A n a d a p t i ve r e - u s e
CLIENT
A s i a n A l l i a n c e I n s u ra n c e ( P LC )
LO C AT I O N
Wa rd P l a c e , C o l o m b o 07
B U I LT A R E A
A p p rox . 73 4 0 s q . f t .
P R O J E CT C O ST
C i v i l wo r k s R s 1 0 . 3 m i l l i o n
I n te r i o r wo r k s R s 1 3. 7 m i l l i o n
C O N S T R U C T I O N D U R AT I O N
C i v i l wo r k s 4 m o n t h s
I n te r i o r wo r k s 4 m o n t h s
COMPLETION
N ove m b e r 2 0 1 4
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A different approach on the notion of “adaptive re-use” was taken in this project, where the facade had become a point of attraction
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White was
predominantly
used in the
interior spaces,
with blue
and yellow,
highlighting
the fins and
feature elements
retained.

Project Background
This project is an initiative to re-use a dwelling
for a diverse purpose. An existing four-decadeold, two-storied residential building was converted to a commercial building as the then
Asian Alliance Insurance (PLC) Ward Place
branch. A major part of the design scope was to
provide the ordinary existing residential building with a façade, a contemporary makeover
that grasps and holds the attention of passersby, thus inviting them in, and more importantly
to highlight the client’s brand presence in an
attractive manner. A different approach to the
notion of “adaptive re-use” was taken in this
project, where the facade had become a point
of attraction, thus aiding the facility provided
by the client. Changing the preceding colour
of the walls, laying tiles or carpets on the cement-rendered floors, introducing a layer of
gypsum ceiling under the previous asbestos
ceiling to facilitate the services were some of
the modifications done in the interior.
Concept – LAYERS
The initial inspiration is from the theory of
“building layers” from the book “How buildings learn” by Stewart Brand. It’s a theory

that discusses changes to a building through
time. More recent versions of this theory identify seven layers that should be considered
when extending the lifetime of our built environment. These layers complement and ease
the function of each other.
Approach & Transformation - Interior
Initially, the layers that are already present in
the building were identified and redesigned by
introducing sub-layers on the existing to suit
the new function of each space.
‘Skin Layer’
The ‘Structure Layer’ was also modified and
strengthened to facilitate new volumes and the
permeability of the spaces demanded by the
unique commercial function of the new user.
The interior ‘Stuff Layer’ (furniture etc.) and
‘Services Layer’ were also modified carefully
to suit the new purpose of the building. When
modifying the ‘Space Plan Layer’, some of the
interior spaces were extended by connecting several spaces to accommodate a larger
number of staff members. Office spaces were
linked with each other with voids and openings, creating many alternative routes that aid

the traffic and energy flow of the building.
Approach & Transformation – Exterior
The ‘Social’ and ‘Surrounding’ layers were introduced to the exterior of the building, as the
presence of the said layers was almost negligible in the previously residential building.
The site had two notable building facades parallel to the main road: the front portion mimics
its two-pitched roof and the back portion with
a rectangular elevation is the rear facade of
the neighbouring building. The main entrance
was created perpendicularly sandwiched between these two plains. The service lines of
the neighbouring building was exposed on the
front façade with the setback. A layer of white
powder-coated decorative aluminum mesh
was introduced to cover this paraphernalia.
The brand logo was provided a prominent
background by this decorative mesh, turning
the previously eyesore to a focal point. The
angular, leaning black powder-coated decorative aluminum mesh that mimics the angles of
the existing roof was fixed to the existing front
façade creating a secondary layer through
which the old facade can be seen, thereby not
destroying the shapes or rhythm of the existing

ELEVATIONS
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SECTIONS
formation. Furthermore, the lean mesh façade
formed a partially shaded volume between the
building and the main façade, which acts as
the driveway for the ‘drive-through’ vehicle insurance counter, a facility that was introduced
for the first time in Sri Lanka by the client. These
visual interactions created by the facade explain how the exterior ‘Skin layer’ aided in developing and reinforcing the ‘Social’ and ‘Surrounding’ layers.
Roof gutters, eaves and the balcony parapet
wall of the house were covered using a box
of yellow aluminum composite panels and a
hoarding to stabilize the visual hype energised
by the decorative facades. The blue aluminum composite panel-cladded canopy, which
wraps around the building, provides shade for
both the drive-through facility and the main entrance, acting as the horizontal tie-up between
facades. As the building is mechanically ventilated, clear fixed glass panels replaced the old
windows of the front façade, bringing in light
to the interior during day time and assisting
in lighting up the façade at night by diffused
back lighting, adding strength to the ‘Service’
and ‘Skin’ layers.

Rustic and cement
finishes were
specified for the
lunchroom and
pantry in the rear
yard, which was
naturally lit and
ventilated through
polycarbonate
sky lights and
aluminum louvers,
respectively.

Use of Materials and Colours
Powder-coated decorative aluminum mesh in
black and white erected a “layer” on the sky
line, painting an impression in inhabitants,
visitors, pedestrians and motorists. Steel sections formed the framework for the decorative
mesh, introducing lightness in weight and
scale for the existing structure, and expedited
the construction phase simultaneously. Rustic and cement finishes were specified for the
lunchroom and pantry in the rear yard, which
was naturally lit and ventilated through polycarbonate sky lights and aluminum louvers,
respectively.
Furthermore, the sky lights retained the visibility of greenery in the neighbouring gardens.
In the exterior, mainly neutral colours such as
white, black and grey were used. Yellow and
blue were introduced effectively mainly to
highlight the client’s corporate appeal subtly.
White was predominantly used in the interior
spaces, with blue and yellow highlighting the
fins and feature elements retained; after opening the existing solid plains, the colourful digital
image panels brought up the needed vibrancy
for the office environment.

